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ROSE BARN COTTAGE

£600,000

Journey down a no-through road in the heart of tranquil, Herefordshire countryside to 

Rose Barn Cottage: a cosy home with lovely gardens, a great paddock and stable block; all 

surrounded by nothing but fields and bird song. 

• Tranquil location      • Stable block 

• Cottage gardens       • Cosy feel

• Paddock           • Room to extend 

“A highly-desirable cottage with land”

Dilwyn, Herefordshire
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EPC and floor plan available on the website.

DISCLAIMER: Neither these particulars, nor oral representations, form any part of any offer or contract and
their accuracy cannot be guaranteed. The Agent has not verified the tenure, boundaries, rights of way or 
structural integrity of the property. Therefore, prospective purchasers should satisfy themselves as to the 
correctness of details given in these particulars by inspection or otherwise.

Properties like this don’t come on the market very often. The highly-desirable features of a quite location, no close 
neighbours, flat paddock and stable block make Rose Barn Cottage about as rare as the proverbial hen’s teeth!

This much-loved cottage - in which the vendors have lived for over 30 years - offers you the perfect escape to the 
country. This little gem is full of character features and charm such as exposed stonework, exposed timbers and, 
unusually for a cottage: high ceilings and large windows that flood the property with light.

Stable doors welcome you into the inner hallway, with stairs to the first floor, access to the downstairs shower room as 
well as to the kitchen. The kitchen has a walk-in pantry and sufficient space for a breakfasting table. From here, a door well as to the kitchen. The kitchen has a walk-in pantry and sufficient space for a breakfasting table. From here, a door 
accesses the first sitting room with feature fireplace, wood burning stove and exposed stone walls. Large windows 
overlook the mature flowerbeds outside. From here, you progress to the second reception room, also with fireplace 
and large windows. Upstairs, three bedrooms and a separate WC and basin are all accessed from the central landing.

Outside: The property is approached via a quite lane onto a hard-standing 
driveway leading to the yard: this offers ample parking and space for trailers 
or stock transport. Mature cottage gardens lie to both sides of the property: or stock transport. Mature cottage gardens lie to both sides of the property: 
a combination of shady seating areas, lawn, mature trees, shrubs and 
perennial borders. On the yard sits an attractive outbuilding and two 
stable blocks, behind these lies a flat paddock. The site extends to approx 
2 acres (tbv by solicitor).

Area: Rose Barn Cottage sits close to Dilwyn, Pembridge and Weobley: all 
thriving villages of renown on the Herefordshire Black and White Village Trail 
and offer amenities such as public houses, cafes, shops, transport links and and offer amenities such as public houses, cafes, shops, transport links and 
doctors surgery.


